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the body, in every turn of the head.   The technique is of the
•simplest, a free-cut outline, a slight modelling of body, wings and
talons, a series of deep-cut lines to indicate the decoration of
feathers. The simplicity emphasizes the grandeur of the design.'1
These early animal and bird forms suggest Scythian
influence, and it is possible that they were also influenced
by Sumerian art—which rejoiced in the decoration of
long lines of figures and processions. There is certainly
a continuity between Chou bronze decoration and this
heraldic animal art, and in that early Chinese achievement
. there is something of the power and rhythmic movement
of the Scythians. But what is of more interest and has
much stronger historical basis is the influence of the
Buddhist missions. This can be readily grasped by com-
paring early Han art with that of the Northern Wei of the
fourth and fifth centuries a.d. We can see the flat bas-
relief giving place, first to deep-cut reliefs, and then to
fully sculptured figures.
These Tartar conquerors came from the region of Lake
Baikal into northern China in a.d. 311 and founded a
dynasty with its capital at Ta-t'ung-fu in north Shensi,
and later at Lo-yang. They became Buddhists, and great
patrons of painting and sculpture, and the caves near both
their capitals remain as their memorial, full of images of
the Buddhist Pantheon. Our illustrations show their inter-
est in the Buddha legend. Above is the delivery and thfc
reception of the infant Siddartha by the gods. Below
Queen Maya stands under a highly conventionalized tree,
and the child begins to walk, a lotus springing up at each
step. Beside him stands the foal Kanthaka with his mother,
and the Bodhi tree with a tree-spirit in it. The tree is here
represented apparently as a genko—-a Chinese tree—and
the costumes of the long graceful figures are all Chinese.
The new impetus of the great themes of Buddhism is
evident, and the incised stone, like early Han carvings, is
still strongly influenced by painting.
Some of the figures of the Yun-kang and Lung-men
1 Op. cit., p. 31.

